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TENANCY LAW

Scope of Ministers powers
The minister may only make recommendations:

COVID- 19 Emergency Lease Legislation
The
COVID-19
Legislation
Amendment
(Emergency Measures ) Act 2020 NSW “(COVID
Act)” became effective as at 25 March 2020.

•

if the NSW parliament is not currently sitting;

•

is not likely to sit within 2 weeks after the
regulations are made;

•

in the ministers opinion, the regulations are
reasonable to protect the health, safety and
welfare of tenants and lessees.

The measures introduced by the COVID Act will
generally operate on a temporary basis.
The Retail Leases Act 1994 (NSW) (RLA) and the
Residential Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW) are amongst
the various pieces of legislation amended by the
COVID Act. The amended RLA effectively entitles
the minister to recommend to make regulations
which
•

•

•

prohibit the lessor or owner from recovering
possession of the premises or land from the
lessee or tenant under the relevant Act in
particular circumstances (which are at this
point unknown);
prohibit the lessor or owner from terminating
the lease or tenancy under the relevant Act
in particular circumstances (which are at this
point unknown);
regulate or prevent the lessor from exercising
or enforcing other rights it may have relating
to the premises or land under the relevant Act
or agreement relating to the premises or land
in particular circumstances (which are at this
point unknown);

•

exempt the lessee or tenant or class of lessees
or tenants, from the operation of the provision
of the relevant act or agreement relating to
the lessee or licensing of the premises or land.

•

The provisions will only be clarified when the
regulations are made.

Application

As the NSW parliament is adjourned until
September, the minister has the power to make
recommendations to the Governor with respect
to the relevant regulations, until such time as the
parliament reconvenes.

Duration
Any regulations made will only remain effective:
•

for 6 months after the day on which the
regulation commences; or

•

an earlier date determined by Parliament.

Critical points
•

until such time the regulations are released, it
is not clear how they will work in practice and
the qualifying criteria (if any);

•

as a general principle retail and residential
tenants and lesees will be protected from
eviction and having their leases or tenancies
terminated;

•

the COVID Act does not appear to provide
any rental comfort/abatement nor address
the commercial issues flowing from any delay
in carrying out tenant’s obligations under a
lease i.e paying the rent;

•

landlords/owners remain entitled to demand
full payment of rent, outgoings and other
monies from tenants or lessees until such time
as the NSW government introduces further
measures in this respect;

•

until such further measures are introduced, it
may be necessary that tenants and lessees
will have to negotiate separate abatement
and moratorium arrangements with their
landlords and owners.

•

it appears NSW has acted first in this area and
it is likely that other states will follow suit.

The COVID Act covers the following legislation:

•

Agricultural Tenancies Act 1900 (NSW)

•

Retail Leases Act 1994

•

Residential Tenancies Act 2010; and

•

any other legislation relating to the leasing or
land for commercial purposes.

Commercial leases such as office leases in NSW
are not specifically regulated by legislation
except generally through the Conveyancing Act
1919 (NSW) .

These measures will complement the federal
government’s stated objective that businesses
effected by the current COVID crisis go into
“hibernation”
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Disclaimer
This is not advice. Clients should not act solely on the basis of the material contained
in this Newsletter. Items herein are general comments only and do not constitute or
convey advice per se. Also changes in legislation may occur quickly. We therefore
recommend that our formal advice be sought before acting in any of the areas. The
Newsletter is issued as a helpful guide to clients and for their private information.
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